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MR, HUBERT MORRISON AT METROPOLITAN WATER BOARD

Speaking at a Metropolitan Water Board meeting In London today,
Mr .Herbert Morrison, Home Secretary and Minister of Home Security, said

that there is a pre-war chapter to the story of London's water supply which

ought to be told. It is one which redounds to the great credit of the Central

Authority as well as of those who direct our public Services, Before anybody
could imagine what the bombing of London would be like, plans were drawn up to
deal with the effects of raids on the water supply and other Services -

"We have heard so much - from me among others - about the lack of

preparedness, a lack of foresight and a lack of realism, in our pre-war”
Britain" said Mr, Morrison. "Here is one case at least where there were

preparations, there was foresight and there was realism on the right lines,:

"I do not propose to disclose’what our plans arc. I am content to leave
the enemy to see to his own -plans, I believe the fruits of our experience
could have been, and would in the future be of increasing value to him in

meeting our growing air offensive. We had sound plans before the battle began,
we have improved our organisation and arrangements - but at a cost. The enemy
is buying his experience at a, far heavier cost. That is why I am not giving •
anything away.

"Repair problems were tremendous. During the September and October 1940
blitz over 3,000 mains were damaged, but by the end of October, nearly 3,000
were repaired, This was due, not only to the devotion of the repair men on

the spot, but to reinforcements of highly skilled workers from other water

authorities, some coming from am far away as Scotland”•

Mr* Morrison pointed out that not only did the Metropolitan Water

Board supply the water by which Londoners lived to fight; they also provided
the essential weapon with which the enemy fires were fought. All the courage
of the Civil Defence workers and the people, and all the elaborate fire

fighting equipment would have been/little more than useless without water*

He then went on to speak . f that orand teem which is the'Metropolitan
pater Board, giving a special word to the turncocks and their assistants,

’’The turncocks - working in close co-operation with the Civil Defence Services

followed the bombs, in good company with the Fire Service, the Rescue Service

and the Hardens# To do what? To shut off the damaged mains, thus

maintaining the water supply; and to make the best possible arrangements for

directing availablewater supplies 'there the Fire Service needed than. The

turncocks end their assistants were, therefore, a vital ancillary to our defence

of London* But we must wait until the end of the war before the full story
can be told of hew -water was directed by ingenious, unexpected, and often very

unconventional means, to where it was urgently needed for fighting fires.

’"The Metropolitan Water Board carry a heavy responsibility* They will,

I know, acquit themselves well whatever the calls made upon them*”
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